STANDARD BALLOON ASSEMBLY & INFLATION

1.1 Attach balloon to stem over cup using threaded button.

Please inflate all balloons within 30 days of purchase to comply with Warranty Guidelines.
1.2 Use a LARGE TIP nozzle if you’re inflating your balloon with a pump.

Extend and pull out inflation valve and air valve plug.

Insert nozzle tip into the inflation hole tightly, as shown.

Plug the inflator into a 110V-120V electrical outlet, and turn the switch to “ON”.

Only fill the balloon about halfway, so that the balloon is saggy for easier attachment to the Cup & Stem.

1.3 Position cup under the balloon, pull the balloon flaps down one at a time and attach them to the stem hooks.

Fill the balloon until it is tight and fully inflated (16 inches).

1.4 Lastly, insert plug into inflation valve hole tightly, and push the entire inflation valve in until it collapses into the balloon.